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Amish Paste*

This heirloom tomato dates back to the late 1800s. Great for canning and sauces. The fruit is bright red,
flavorful, plum-shaped, weigh about 8 oz. and have low enough acid content that they are nice for slicing
fresh also. Indeterminate.

Beefmaster

Plant produces enormous yields of large, meaty beefsteak tomatoes. Tomatoes turn deep red when
mature. Excellent for salads or sandwiches. Indeterminate.

Better Boy

Great performer with bright red globes, 8-16 oz., juicy yet meaty tomatoes. A good all-around choice.
Disease resistant. Indeterminate.

Big Beef

This plant produces red, large (10-12 ounce) fruit on indeterminate plants. Exceptional yields, even
under adverse growing conditions. Indeterminate.

Big Mama**

Plum-shaped and enormous. In the kitchen, this variety is easy to peel and core. One of the best paste
tomatoes, Big Mama is excellent in sauces. Indeterminate.

Black Truffle

Deep burgundy color with undertones of purplish-black. High in both sugars and acid, creating a sweet,
strong, complex flavor that is hard to beat. Indeterminate.

Boxcar Willie*

Plant produces heavy yields of 10 oz red tomatoes. Tomatoes have the old fashioned tomato flavor and
turn to red when mature. A heirloom variety. Crack Resistant. Disease Resistant. Indeterminate.

Brandy Boy**

Large pink fruits that ripen evenly, with soft heirloom texture, thin skin and that same incredible flavor.
Upright, manageable growth habit. Indeterminate.

Brandywine*

Big fruit of purplish-red, deeply lobed and not at all "uniform"! Delicious flavor. Vines bear heavily over
a long season. Indeterminate.

Burpee Big Boy

These vigorous plants are a vegetable gardener’s favorites, yielding large scarlet tomatoes.
Indeterminate.

Bush Early Girl

Huge yields on small plants. Large 6 to 7 oz. fruit has a good flavor. Early tomato. Disease resistant.
Compact determinate.

Candyland Red

Easy to grow, earlier and easy to harvest compared to other current tomato varieties. Branched trusses
are accessible for more useable fruit with less damage while picking. Very high yielding, very sweet
flavor. Compact, sprawling.

Carolina Gold

High yields of extra large golden yellow tomatoes. Tomatoes are very flavorful and turn golden yellow
when mature. Disease Resistant. Determinate.

Celebrity

This vigorous variety is highly productive under a wide range of growing conditions. Firm, flavorful, 8ounce, 3½-inch, deep oblate fruits are smooth and of high quality. Resistant to or tolerant of a broad
range of diseases. Determinate.

Cherokee Purple**

The flesh of Cherokee Purple is brick-red and very attractive sliced on a plate. Indeterminate.

Delicious*

Plant produces good yields of gigantic red meaty tomatoes. Very few seeds! Excellent for salads,
tomato juice, and canning. Perfect slicing tomato. Crack Resistant. Indeterminate.

Dr. Wyche’s

The 1 lb, tangerine-orange fruit is solid and smooth. One of the best heirloom orange types for market,
with its smooth texture and tropical, sweet taste. Indeterminate.

Fourth of July**

Plentiful harvest of vine-ripened red, luscious 4 ounce tomatoes. Indeterminate.

Giant Belgium

A succulent and enormous dark pink tomato is sweet and very mild. When ripe fruits retain green
pigment, tomatoes take on purple and brownish hues. Indeterminate.

Health Kick

Contains 50% more cancer-fighting lycopene than other tomatoes. Red, plum-shaped, 4 oz. fruits.
Resistant to spotted wilt virus. Grows to 4 feet with stalking. Determinate.

Ice

Ivory fruit, 1½” cherry tomato, melt in your mouth taste. 65 days. Indeterminate.
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Jet Star

Very pleasant taste and low in acid. Heavy yields of 8 oz. firm, meaty fruit that is generally free of
cracks. Vines offer good foliage cover. Indeterminate.

Juliet

Plant produces high yields of glossy red grape shaped tomatoes. Tomatoes are very sweet and perfect
for salads and gourmet dishes. Grows in clusters like grapes. Holds on the vine longer than any other
cherry tomato. Crack Resistant. Indeterminate. AAS Winner.

Lemon Boy

Lemon yellow, not golden in color. Highly adaptable plants yield large, deep oblate fruits, averaging 6 to
7 oz. Mild flavored and adds an inviting color to salads. Indeterminate.

Martino’s Roma

Plant produces heavy yields of 3 oz Red Roma tomatoes. The plant has attractive rugose, puckered,
foliage. The tomatoes are meaty. Excellent for making sauce, salsa and paste. A heirloom variety from
Italy. Determinate.

Mortgage Lifter*

Plant produces good yields of 1 to 2 lb beefsteak tomatoes. Tomatoes have a sweet rich flavor and
deep pink when mature. Excellent for slicing and salads. Disease Resistant. Indeterminate.

Mountain Magic

Early and late blight resistant. High yields of 2 oz. bright red round salad tomatoes with very sweet
flavor. May be truss harvested. Crack resistant with long shelf life. Indeterminate.

Mountain Merit

Unique disease package offers early blight, late blight, nematode and TSWV resistance! Large plant
adapted to late season and extended picks. Good flavor, appearance and fruit size.

Mr. Stripey*

Vigorous vines produce large, 1-3 pound, yellow fruit that have red streaks running throughout them.
The fruit are deep oblate in shape and have a rough shoulder. The flavor and color of this variety make
it one of the most popular heirlooms available. Indeterminate

Napa Grape**

‘Napa‘ maintains a higher sugar content than any other grape tomato—and the sweetness doesn't fade
in late summer. The elongated, shiny red 1" globes produce in abundance on the vigorous vines.
Indeterminate.

Old German*

The yellow fruit of this heirloom have a variable ribbed shoulder and are shaded with a reddish-pink
stripe. The bicolor is yellow, marbled with red, has a delicious fruity flavor and smooth texture. Medium
to large sized, deep oblate shaped fruit are produced on a vine that has heavy leaf cover. Indeterminate.

Opalka*

Heirloom plum tomato, 4-6 oz size. Excellent flavor and very few seeds. Holds well on the vine.
Indeterminate.

Orange Wellington**

Smooth, orange heavyweight tomato is plump with firm, dense, meaty, nearly seedless flesh.
Indeterminate.

Park’s Beefy Boy

12-14 ounce size meaty, extra-large main season beefsteak type tomato with superb taste. It has
excellent disease and virus protection and its vines bear heavy yields of deep red fruit. Indeterminate.

Park’s Whopper

Great disease resistance, high yields, a long season, and great taste! These big, juicy, crack-resistant
tomatoes ripen uniformly Indeterminate.

Patio

Excellent for containers or small gardens. 4-5 ounce fruits are medium-sized, smooth and firm, with
good color. Plants reach 20-30 inches tall. Green shoulders. Determinate.

Pik Rite

Compact plants produce large, globe-shaped fruit that will hold well in the garden. Great as a slicing
tomato or for canning. All-purpose tomato. Determinate.

Pineapple*

Huge lobed fruit is golden yellow with rosy streaks, both on the skin and through the fruit. Meaty, 1 lb.
oblate fruit with mild sweet flavor. Indeterminate.

Plum Regal

Early and late blight resistant. High yields of blocky 4 oz. plum tomatoes with a deep red color and good
flavor. Determinate. Replaces Viva Italia and Plum Crimson.

Red Grape

High quality Santa-type produces long clusters of 20 or more bright red baby grape tomatoes. Firm,
meaty and crack resistant, Red Grape fruit is oval to oblong with excellent texture and sweet taste.
Indeterminate.

Roma VF

Popular for canning or for making your own tomato sauce, juice, soups or for dehydrating. Plants bear
dozens of plum shaped fruit which ripen to a bright red with meaty interiors and very few seeds.
Determinate

Rose*

Heirloom 10-12 oz. deep pink fruit. Strong plants produce large meaty beefsteak fruit with good leaf
cover. Indeterminate.

Rugged Boy

Great disease package! Including intermediate resistance to Late Blight and Gray Leaf Spot. Great
adaptability is perfect for large containers or small gardens Determinate Medium sized red tomatoes.
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Rutgers*

All-purpose variety, ideal for canning. Ripens evenly from inside out. Bright red fruits with heavy walls
average about 7 oz. Attractive, old-time favorite. Full-bodied flavor and disease resistant. Indeterminate.

Scarlet Red

High yielding tomato produced on a vigorous plant. Its extra-large fruit have a deep red color, with a
scarlet red interior and excellent firmness and shelf life. Works well for either mature green or vine ripe
harvest. Determinate.

Smarty Grape

These GRAPE tomatoes are full flavored with excellent texture. Strong, compact, very healthy plants are
very productive. Little to no cracking. Compact indeterminate.

Solar Power **

The brilliant orange, meaty fruit can produce more than three times the level of beta-carotene than the
average garden tomato. Perfect for salads and sauces, with the bonus of extra health. Indeterminate.

Stellar

High resistance to Late Blight, Fusarium Race 2 and Verticillium plus Intermediate resistance to Early
Blight. High yields of round, red, slicing tomatoes. Determinate. Benefits from trellis for support.

Sunsugar

Golden cherry tomato, ½” fruit, very sweet, high yield. Indeterminate.

Supersteak

Plant produces good yields of large 2 lb size red beefsteak tomatoes. The tomatoes have rich tomato
flavor, are meaty, and turn red when mature. Excellent for salads and sandwiches. Crack and disease
resistant. Indeterminate.

Sweet 100

Bursting with sugary flavor, Sweet 100’s produce scarlet, cherry-sized fruits in long clusters right up to
frost. Indeterminate.

Yellow Pear*

This extremely old variety makes a vigorous plant, which bears enormous numbers of bright yellow, bitesized fruit. The flavor is deliciously tangy. Perfect for summer party hors d'oeuvres. Indeterminate.

Zechman

Heirloom tomato with yellow skin and red meat. Indeterminate.

Indeterminate varieties of tomatoes are also called "vining" tomatoes. They will grow and produce fruit until killed by frost and can
reach heights of up to 10 feet although 6 feet is considered the norm. They will bloom, set new fruit and ripen fruit all at the same
time throughout the growing season. They require caging and/or staking for support.
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